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Objectives:

Methods:

Results:

Conclusions:

Craniofacial defects and encephaloceles are rare, disfiguring malformations that affect development and quality of life. Surgical
correction presents a challenge to the anesthesiologist due to difficult ventilation, difficult intubation and precautions on increased
intracranial pressure. Adequate and thorough planning, preparation, and anticipation of these challenges are vital to achieve good
outcome.

We are presented with a six year-old female, diagnosed with Tessier type 4 and 10 craniofacial cleft and frontal encephalocele.
Difficult airway management was anticipated due to the presence of hypoplastic mandible, bilateral cleft lip, skull based defect,
high arch palate, and a narrow oropharyngeal space. Intraoperatively, the patient was cooperative and was able to pre-
oxygenate herself by doing slow deep breaths while holding the GA mask. Awake LMA insertion was performed after adequate
topicalization using lidocaine spray. LMA supreme size 2.5 was then inserted. After ventilation, the LMA was removed and
intubation was done under video laryngoscope using pediatric D-blade.

The LMA was chosen for ventilation since a GA mask would provide an inadequate seal due to the severe facial deformity. The
use of the GA mask would also lead to possible entrapment of air into the epidural space of the cranial vault leading to increased
intracranial pressure. The LMA allowed us to provide positive pressure ventilation and also secured a patent airway before the
induction of general anesthesia, this also allowed us to have adequate preoxygenation in anticipation of a difficult intubation.

Due to the presence of encephalocele,  precautions to prevent increase in intracranial pressure was carried out. This includes



balanced anesthesia with Remifentanil and Sevoflurane, maintenance of normocapnia, euvolemia, and close monitoring of blood
glucose and temperature. The presence of oculo-cardiac reflex was watched out for. Anticipation of these complications was
done and prevention by ensuring adequate depth of anesthesia was essential to prevent these complications.
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